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Hold On
Sean Paul

Bb             Eb
Hold on to the dream
Gm       Eb
Hold on, hold on now, now
Bb            Eb
Hold on and believe
        Gm         Eb
Oh we already one, we still hold on
Bb       Eb
Hold on, hold on now, now
Gm           Eb
             We still hold on
Bb       Eb
Hold on, hold on now, now
Gm           Eb
             Hold on to the dream

Bb                      
It is done I ll see you there
Eb
I know you re well prepared
Gm
Put aside all your plans
Eb
God will answer all your prayers
Bb
My team that no one cares,
Eb
Been working hard for years
Gm
Keep climbing up the stairs
Eb
Gotta know that you already there
Bb
Blood, sweat and the tears now
Eb
None of them can take the shares now
Gm
Enemies better be aware now,
Eb
... s got a lot to bare now
Bb
I ma tell it as I ma swear...
Eb
I got the... I got the stairs
Gm



Carry on until we see the sun,
Eb
We holding on

Bb             Eb
Hold on to the dream
Gm       Eb
Hold on, hold on now, now
Bb            Eb
Hold on and believe
        Gm         Eb
Oh we already one, we still hold on
Bb       Eb
Hold on, hold on now, now
Gm           Eb
             We still hold on
Bb       Eb
Hold on, hold on now, now
Gm           Eb
             Hold on to the dream

  Bb                       Eb
I know the road is long we still hold on
   Gm            Eb   
We carry on, we still stay strong
Bb                  Eb
Today is long but tomorrow will come
Gm       Eb
Hold on, hold on now, now

Bb
Cah the brokens now will be the strongest 
Eb
All do yu kno is that the road is deep 
Gm
Pain and trouble , trial and grief 
Eb
What a man sow cah you one must reap 
Bb
Hard times will never get you beat 
Eb
And you never will get defeat 
Gm
Cah mi all arm strong... concrete...
Eb
to di work Coz talk is cheap

Ref.



  Bb
I know the road is long [...]

Bb Eb Gm Eb
Oooohhhhh....
Bb Eb Gm Eb
Oooohhhhh....

Ref.

  Bb
I know the road is long [...]


